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Gysin P, Kaminsk TR, Hass CJ, Grobet CE, Gordon AM. Effects of gait variations on grip force coordination during object transport. J Neurophysiol 100: 2477 -2485 , 2008 . First published August 27, 2008 doi:10.1152 /jn.90561.2008 . In object transport during unimpeded locomotion, grip force is precisely timed and scaled to the regularly paced sinusoidal inertial force fluctuations. However, it is unknown whether this coupling is due to moment-to-moment predictions of upcoming inertial forces or a longer, generalized time estimate of regularly paced inertial forces generated during the normal gait cycle. Eight subjects transported a grip instrument during five walking conditions, four of which altered the gait cycle. The variations included changes in step length (taking a longer or shorter step) or stepping on and over a stable (predictable) or unstable (unpredictable support surface) obstacle within a series of baseline steps, which resulted in altered frequencies and magnitudes of the inertial forces exerted on the transported object. Except when stepping on the unstable obstacle, a tight temporal coupling between the grip and inertial forces was maintained across gait variations. Precision of this timing varied slightly within the time window for anticipatory grip force control possibly due to increased attention demands related to some of the step alterations. Furthermore, subjects anticipated variations in inertial force when the gait cycle was altered with increases or decreases in grip force, relative to the level of the inertial force peaks. Overall the maintenance of force coupling and scaling across predictable walking conditions suggests that the CNS is able to anticipate changes in inertial forces generated by gait variations and to efficiently predict the grip force needed to maintain object stability on a moment-to-moment basis.
I N T R O D U C T I O N
During voluntary cyclical movements with a hand-held object, grip force is precisely timed and scaled to the regularly paced inertial force fluctuations, indicating anticipatory control of the grasping forces (Descoins et al. 2006; Flanagan and Tresilian 1994; Flanagan and Wing 1995; Flanagan et al. 1993; Kinoshita et al. 1996; Serrien and Wiesendanger 2001; Zatsiorsky et al. 2005) . We have shown that grip force is also timed and scaled to the sinusoidal inertial force that is generated as a consequence of normal locomotion (Diermayr et al. 2008; Gysin et al. 2003) . Grip force was modulated concurrently with the gait cycle with the highest grip force at the instances of maximum inertial force occurring when the object was at its lowest vertical position shortly after heel contact. We suggested that the CNS uses an internal representation of the task demands that predicts the moment-to-moment inertial force acting on the hand-held object then times and scales grip force accordingly. An alternative to this moment-to-moment prediction of inertial changes is that subjects may generate grip forces based on the overall regularity of the inertial forces produced during the gait cycle. This alternative hypothesis is supported by studies showing subjects are remarkably adept at predicting the overall timing of locomotion associated with regularly paced steps using motor imagery (Bakker et al. 2007; Decety et al. 1989; Papaxanthis et al. 2002a) . Thus the strength of the grip-inertial force coupling may be determined by the regularity of the walking cycle in a manner similar to the coordination of breathing with walking, running, or other cyclical limb movements (i.e., via entrainment) (Bernasconi et al. 1995; Ebert et al. 2000; Kohl et al. 1981; Rassler and Kohl 2000; Seebauer et al. 2003) , and a shift from a regular pattern to an irregular one could disrupt this relationship (e.g., Nishino and Hiraga 1991; Prokop et al. 1995; Reisman et al. 2005) .
The purpose of the present investigation was to test between moment-to-moment predictability versus longer interval predictability by investigating whether the grip-inertial force coupling in normal gait is preserved when the gait cycle is varied. To this end, the locomotor pattern was altered to produce variations in the inertial forces acting on a transported object. Specifically we asked subjects to alter their gait pattern by either changing their step length or by stepping on and over an obstacle (uneven terrain). We hypothesized that if the timing and magnitude of grip force was primarily based on inertial force estimates arising from regularly paced locomotion, then disturbing the gait cycle would lead to transient deteriorations in the coordination of grip relative to inertial force during the step variations. Specifically we would expect early or delayed grip force peaks when the step frequency decreases or increases, respectively. In contrast, if grasping was based on a moment-to-moment prediction of the object's inertia, then predictable gait variations would be compensated for in a feed-forward manner, thereby preserving a similar grip-load force relationship as observed during regularly paced steps.
M E T H O D S

Subjects
Eight right-handed subjects (4 females, 4 males; age: 24 -38 yr, mean: 29 yr) without evidence of neurological or orthopedic dysfunction participated in the study after giving their informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki. To minimize natural variations in step length and width, subjects recruited were of similar size (155-169 cm, mean: 164 cm) and had normal body mass indexes (National Institutes of Health Publication 98-4083, 1998Ͼ) (19.32-24.62, mean: 22.22 ). The experimental procedures were approved by the Teachers College, Columbia University Institutional Review Board.
Experimental setup
The grip instrument ( Fig. 1A; 320 g ) consisted of two parallel triaxial force transducers (Nano F/T transducer, ATI Industrial Automation, Apex, NC) covered with two plastic grip surfaces (diameter: 1.9 cm, 4.5 cm apart). The transducers (0.05 N resolution), attached 3 cm above the upper surface of a rectangular box (7.8 ϫ 4.3 ϫ 4.7 cm), measured grip forces normal to the planes of the grip surfaces, and vertical and horizontal forces tangential to the grip surfaces.
Foot-switches (MA-153, Motion Lab Systems, Baton Rouge, LA) placed under the subjects' heels inside the shoes were used to determine heel contact during locomotion. The normal locomotor pattern was perturbed by altering step length or by placing an obstacle in the path of progression. Tapelines (60 cm wide, 5 cm deep) placed along the surface of the 4.8 m walkway served as targets for foot placement so that step length was constrained. Two different obstacles were used to alter the stability of the stance foot. The first obstacle was a firm square step with an anti-slip top surface, which provided a consistent, predictable gait alteration (High-Step; 41 ϫ 41 cm, height 15.5 cm). The second obstacle was a pliant air-filled disc with an anti-slip ribbed top surface (Cordisc; diameter: 58 cm, height: 17 cm in the center and 9 cm at the borders). Due to the curvature and the elastic compliance of the disc, stepping on this obstacle resulted in the generation of unpredictable ground reaction and inertial forces.
Procedures
All subjects washed their hands prior to data collection. During the experiment, subjects held the grip instrument in their right hand using a two-digit (thumb opposing index finger) precision grip. Static grip force was measured while standing during four 5-s trials. Subjects were then instructed to maintain the instrument in an upright and forward-oriented position with the grip surfaces parallel to the plane of motion during the walking trials. Subjects initiated gait with their left leg and transported the grip instrument while walking under five self-paced conditions: a baseline walking condition and four altered (3 predictable and 1 with an unpredictable support surface) walking conditions (Fig. 1B) . During the trials with gait alterations, the modified step was the fifth step from the start (i.e., the 3rd of the analyzed steps) and taken with the left leg. The tapelines were used as visual cues for foot placement on every step in all conditions. Subjects were instructed to contact the lines approximately with the middle of their foot (i.e., accuracy was not emphasized). The five conditions were as follows.
BASELINE WALK CONDITION. Subjects walked across the walkway and stepped on tapelines spaced uniformly 60 cm apart. This spacing was based on the mean step length observed in a previous study (Gysin et al. 2003) . Of note, we purposely selected subjects similar in height to those used in the previous study so that the distances between tape lines during the baseline condition would be similar to their normal step lengths, which are influenced by body height. Because gait velocity and step frequency during the baseline condition in this experiment were comparable to our previous study, we concluded that attention directed at the taped lines did not affect subjects' natural walking pattern.
SHORT STEP CONDITION (PREDICTABLE). Subjects were required to shorten their step length from 60 to 20 cm (33% of the baseline length) at the altered step. During this step, it was expected that subjects would decrease their walking speed and increase their step frequency. The condition served to investigate how a sudden decrease in gait velocity and increase in the frequency of the locomotor rhythm along with an expected decrease of the inertial force would affect the coordination of grip and inertial forces.
LONG STEP CONDITION (PREDICTABLE). Subjects were required to increase their step length from 60 to 104 cm (173% of the baseline length) at the altered step. This condition served to investigate how a sudden increase in gait velocity and decrease in step frequency along FIG. 1. A: grip instrument (front view) with 2 force-transducers (front view). Arrows indicate the directions of the collected grip forces (GF1 and GF2), load forces (LF1 and LF2), and horizontal forces (HF1 and HF2) at each digit. For data analysis, the net resultant (vector size) of the LF and HF was calculated (see METHODS) and referred to simply as the "inertial force" (IF) -not shown. B: experimental walking conditions: 1) baseline walk, 2) short step, 3) long step, 4) stable obstacle, and 5) unstable obstacle. Tapelines were placed at 60-cm intervals except for the single short step (20 cm) and the single long step (104 cm). Horizontal arrows indicate the analyzed steps including 4 unaltered steps in the baseline walk condition (solid lines) or 2 unaltered steps (-2 and -1, solid lines), the altered step and step used to return to baseline walk (altered and ϩ1, dashed lines) in each of the other 4 conditions. In the altered gait conditions, heel contacts (HC) related to the 4 analyzed steps are referred to as -3, -2, -1 (vertical arrows, solid lines), altered, and ϩ1 (vertical arrows, dashed lines). The footprints related to the unaltered steps are shown unfilled and those related to the altered step and step (ϩ1) used to return to baseline walk are shown filled.
with an expected increase of the inertial force would affect the coordination of grip and inertial forces. STABLE OBSTACLE CONDITION (PREDICTABLE) . For the altered step, subjects were required to place their left foot on the middle (marked with a tapeline) of a raised, solid support surface. The right foot had to step over the raised support and land on the successive line, then resume baseline steps. The spacing between the steps remained 60 cm. This condition assessed whether a sudden change in the locomotor pattern through changes in step height rather than step length would affect the coordination of grip and inertial forces. Adjustments of the gait pattern would be needed, first to step on, then over the obstacle. Furthermore, a decrease in step frequency and increase of the inertial force when moving the swing leg over the obstacle back down to the level walkway was expected.
UNSTABLE OBSTACLE CONDITION (UNPREDICTABLE SUPPORT SUR-FACE)
. This condition was similar to the stable obstacle condition except that subjects were required to step on and then over a raised, pliant support surface, resulting in unpredictable changes in ground reaction and inertial forces acting on the transported object. This condition served as a way to differentiate between feedback and -forward control of grip force, since subjects would have difficulty anticipating the resulting inertial force when stepping on an unpredictable support surface. After one or two practice trials, four trials were performed under each condition and were subsequently analyzed. Subjects always started with the baseline walk condition followed by the four variable gait conditions (order counterbalanced across subjects). To avoid fatigue, rest periods were provided between conditions.
Data analysis
The force-transducer and heel contact signals were sampled at 400 Hz, digitized with a 12-bit resolution, and stored using SC/ZOOM software (Department of Physiology, Umeå University, Sweden). The force transducer signals were processed through a second-order dualpass Butterworth digital low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 6 Hz. A step was defined as the event from heel contact of one foot to heel contact of the contralateral foot. Four steps were analyzed from each trial of the five walking conditions (see Fig. 1B ), starting with the third step, after steady-state gait had been achieved (Jian et al. 1993) and ending one or two steps prior to gait termination. In the four variable gait conditions, the analyzed data consisted of two baseline steps prior to the altered step (subsequently referred to as steps -2 and -1), the altered step, and the first step following the altered step (referred to as step ϩ1). The same nomenclature was used for the corresponding five heel contacts. Average gait velocities (m/s) defined by distance/time and step frequencies (step/s) were calculated during each of the four analyzed steps.
The tangential forces acting on the object were inertial and gravitational in the vertical direction and inertial in the horizontal direction. The net resultant of these forces [vector size of the vertical load forces (LF) and horizontal load forces (HF)] was calculated from the two force transducers [SQRT (LF1 2 ϩ HF1 2 ) ϩ SQRT (LF2 2 ϩ HF2
2 )] at each sampled point, and were referred to simply as the "inertial force" (IF) (Gysin et al. 2003) . Grip force (GF) was calculated by averaging the forces applied through the force transducers on each side of the grip device [(GF1 ϩ GF2)/2]. To determine whether any tertiary forces generated through out-of-plane object motions would influence the grip force measures, an adjusted grip force was calculated {[(GF1 ϩ GF2) -abs(GF1 -GF2)]/2} (Gysin et al. 2008 ) and compared with the raw data. This comparison indicated that the magnitude of the differences was consistently Ͻ3% of their maxima and that these differences were similar to those observed during stance. Due to these findings and the observation that the relative differences between steps and conditions did not change statistically, we suggest that the tertiary forces were of negligible influence on grip force oscillations. Thus we report only the results of the raw grip force.
To quantify the grip-inertial force relationship with respect to step adjustments, i.e., at the instances where changes in the object's maximum inertial force (shortly after each heel contact) and minimum inertial force (ϳmid-stance) occur, the following measures were taken from each of the four steps within a trial: peak-to-peak time lag (ms), defined as the time of the maximum/minimum grip force relative to the maximum/minimum inertial force, and grip and inertial forces (N) at the time of maximum inertial force. To determine the extent of modulation of the grip force relative to the inertial force, the GF/IF ratio was calculated from the measurements of the two forces at the time of maximum inertial force during each step of the gait cycle. A static force ratio (GF/LF ratio) was also obtained by calculating average grip force 1 s in the middle of the hold period of the stance trials and dividing it by the load of the object. To assess whether the relationship of grip force to load force changed between static and dynamic conditions, the GF/LF ratio during stance and the GF/IF ratios during the baseline walk condition were compared.
Statistical comparisons between conditions were made using a two-way (5 conditions ϫ 4 steps and 5 conditions ϫ 5 heel contacts) repeated-measures ANOVA, followed by Newman-Keuls post hoc comparisons where appropriate. Static GF/LF ratios and GF/IF ratios (average across the measured instances) of the baseline walk condition were compared with a paired-samples t-test. Differences were considered statistically significant at the P Ͻ 0.05 level.
R E S U L T S
Baseline gait
Gait velocities [1.04 Ϯ 0.02 (SE) m/s], step frequencies (1.74 Ϯ 0.03 step/s), inertial force frequencies (1.73 Ϯ 0.03 peak/s), grip force frequencies (1.75 Ϯ 0.02 peak/s), and maximum inertial forces (3.47 Ϯ 0.06 N) were similar across all four steps (P Ͼ 0.05), indicating that subjects had reached and maintained steady-state gait during the data analysis phase of the trials. Maximum grip force (4% missing values due to indistinct peaks) occurred after heel contact and was concurrent with maximum inertial force (grip force maxima lagged inertial force maxima on average 3 Ϯ 8 ms). At the time of maximum inertial force, average grip force was 8.21 Ϯ 0.62 N. This resulted in a GF/IF ratio (2.38 Ϯ 0.19), similar to the GF/LF ratio (2.11 Ϯ 0.18) observed during static stance (P Ͼ 0.05). The value of all measured variables for the two unaltered steps of the four altered gait conditions (heel contacts -3 and -2) were similar to the measures obtained during the baseline walk condition (P Ͼ 0.05).
Changes in gait mechanics and inertial force magnitudes
As expected, decreasing step length led to decreased gait velocity and increased step and inertial force frequencies, whereas increasing step length led to the opposite pattern ( Fig. 2A) [condition ϫ step interaction F(12,84) ϭ 190.513, P Ͻ 0.001]. Furthermore, maximum inertial force decreased for the short step and increased for the long step relative to the forces during the preceding steps [condition ϫ heel contact interaction F(16,112) ϭ 14.888, P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 2A, bottom] . When stepping on the stable and unstable obstacles, gait velocity and step and inertial force frequencies did not change. However, these variables decreased when the swing leg subsequently moved past the raised support surface and back to the ground [ Fig. 2B ; condition ϫ step interaction F(12,84) ϭ 190.513, P Ͻ 0.001, and F(12,84) ϭ 38.647, P Ͻ 0.001]. Furthermore, in both obstacle conditions, higher inertial forces occurred on the subsequent step (heel contact ϩ1) compared with the steps prior to obstacle contact [condition ϫ heel contact interaction F(16,112) ϭ 14.888, P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 2B , bottom].
Grip force efficiency across gait variations
Compared with the preceding steps, subjects increased their grip force by 36% when taking the long step and by 35 and 33% when stepping on (altered heel contact) and over (heel contact ϩ1) the unstable obstacle, respectively [condition ϫ heel contact interaction F(16,112) ϭ 9.553, P Ͻ 0.001]. These grip force increases also resulted in higher GF/IF ratios (Fig. 3 ) compared with the steps prior to the altered ones [F(16,112) ϭ 5.948, P Ͻ 0.001]. The GF/IF ratio increased by 19% for the long step and by 26% and 19% when stepping on and over the unstable obstacle, respectively. When taking a short step and when stepping on and over the stable obstacle, no significant differences were observed in the GF/IF ratios compared with prior steps. Figure 4 shows the forces of a representative subject and illustrates the cyclic relationship between the grip and inertial forces throughout the variable gait conditions. Across gait variations, the grip and inertial forces fluctuated in a cyclical manner with maxima occurring at the object's lowest point shortly after each heel contact and minima occurring at the object's highest point during mid-stance. During the obstacle conditions, maximum inertial and grip forces of the altered step occurred after the swing foot contacted the obstacle and as the body started to rise off the walkway to the higher surface. The minimum inertial and grip forces occurred as the swing leg passed the stance leg while crossing the raised support surface, followed by another maxima shortly after landing back on the level walkway (heel contact ϩ1). The two forces fluctuated together, with the pattern of grip force largely mimicking the large changes (but ignoring small changes) in inertial force as previously reported (Diermayr et al. 2008) . As seen in Fig. 4D , when stepping on the unpredictable support surface, the peak grip force occurred after (the altered) heel contact and was later than in the other conditions (153 ms after the peak inertial force in this trial).
Changes in the temporal coupling of the grip-inertial force across gait variations
In cases where multiple peaks occurred, the grip force peak closest to the maximum inertial force was selected for comparison. This resulted in lower than maximum grip forces in Ͻ1% of the data. Additionally, 3% of the data were excluded due to indistinct grip force peaks. Half of the excluded data (1.5% of all data) were associated with the short step condition, which was evaluated separately in a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA.
On average, maximum grip force lagged the maximum inertial force associated with each heel contact by a greater time for the altered step compared with previous (heel contacts -3 and -2) and following (heel contact ϩ1) ones in the long step and both obstacle conditions [condition ϫ heel contact interaction F(12,84) ϭ 4.844, P Ͻ 0.001); (Fig. 5] . These increases in peak-to-peak time remained below the minimum time of 60 ms necessary for a somatosensory feedback response except in the unstable obstacle condition. The timing of the peak-to-peak minima in inertial and grip force (associated with mid-stance) was not affected by the altered step (35 Ϯ 12 ms) compared with the preceding and following steps (33 Ϯ 8 ms across steps) in any condition (P Ͼ 0.05 in all cases). Interestingly, the mean peak-to-peak time lag of the maxima inertial and grip force for the step prior to obstacle contact (heel contact -1) was also longer (but within 60 ms) than previous (heel contacts -3 and -2) or following (heel contact ϩ1) ones in both obstacle conditions [condition ϫ heel contact interaction F(12,84) ϭ 4.844, P Ͻ 0.001; Fig. 5B ]. The short step condition was the only condition, where peak-to-peak timing was similar across all steps (P Ͼ 0.05; Fig. 5A ).
D I S C U S S I O N
Except for the unstable obstacle condition, a tight temporal coupling between the grip and inertial force was observed across gait variations. In all conditions, the grip force was scaled to the inertial force with the force ratio maintained or elevated at the point of maximum inertial force. This suggests that when ground reaction forces during locomotion are predictable, anticipatory grip force modulation takes into account both temporal and magnitude variations of inertial force fluctuations on a step-to-step basis regardless of the regularity of the gait.
Grip and inertial forces remain synchronized during predictable gait variations
When walking with an object in a predictable environment, subjects could specify grip force based on moment-to-moment predictions or inertial force estimates arising from regularly paced locomotion over a longer interval. We investigated the possibility that if the gait cycles became irregular, longer interval predictions would lead to transient deteriorations in the grip-inertial force coordination. Previous research showed that lower extremity kinematics and kinetics were altered by stepping on and over obstacles, compared with level-ground locomotion (Ivanenko et al. 2005; McFadyen and Carnahan 1997) . Comparable changes were observed in the present study when subjects crossed the stable obstacle, resulting in an increase in magnitude and latency of the peak inertial force as they moved their swing leg past the raised support surface back down to the level walkway. Given the temporal deviation from the baseline walking condition, this step could result in an early grip force peak if the grip-inertial force coupling was based on longer interval predictions of inertial forces (i.e., its overall timing). Similarly, early or delayed grip force peaks could occur when there are increases (long step) or decreases (short step) in step durations, respectively. Despite variations in the timing and magnitude of inertial force, grip force remained tightly linked to inertial force across predictable step alterations with time lags below the minimum needed for a feedback response. The observed time lags were similar to those observed during normal locomotion (Gysin et al. 2003) . Although longer interval timing predictions may be used during regular cyclical stepping, moment-to-moment predictions of the locomotorinduced inertial force appear to be utilized when gait variations occur in a predictable fashion. These predictions include variations in inertial force magnitude as evidenced by increases or decreases in grip force, relative to the level of the inertial force peaks.
Typically, when unpredictable loads are applied to a handheld object, feedback is used to track inertial changes and make appropriate grip force adjustments (e.g., Cole and Abbs 1988; Delevoye-Turell et al. 2003; Johansson and Westling 1988; Johansson et al. 1992a,b; Macefield and Johansson 1996; Nowak 2004; Serrien et al. 1999; Turrell et al. 1999) . Consistent with this finding, we observed that when stepping on an unpredictable, pliant obstacle, peak grip force lagged peak inertial force by ϳ95 ms, indicating that feedback may be used to generate an appropriate response (Cole and Abbs 1988; Westling 1984, 1987) . This feedback-based control was specific to the walking condition where changes in ground reaction and inertial forces could not be predicted accurately. The temporal delay in achieving peak grip force relative to peak inertial force when stepping on the unstable surface likely indicates a feedback-based response to terminate the increasing grip force (Gordon et al. 1991; Johansson and Westling 1988) . Interestingly, peak grip force delays occurred even though the step onto the raised support surface did not vary in length and frequency from previous steps. Thus predictability of the walking environment, rather than regularity of the locomotor cycles, appears to be the primary factor in determining the grip-inertial force temporal coupling.
The grip force adjustments that occurred when stepping on the unstable obstacle and landing back on the level walkway resulted in higher force ratios at the moment of maximum inertial force. Thus during this step subjects appeared to increase their grasping force in approximation of the upcoming inertial force maxima. This response was similar to preparatory grip force increases seen when pulling a drawer to its mechanical stop (Serrien et al. 1999) . The higher force ratios (implying higher grip force safety margins) observed in the long step and steps on and over the unstable obstacle might have been chosen as a strategy to reduce the likelihood of dropping the object when there is an increased risk of losing balance. A similar increase in grip force safety margin was previously observed in unfamiliar physical environments (Nowak et al. 2001 ) and during bimanual anti-phase object manipulations (Serrien and Wiesendanger 2001) .
Temporal precision of anticipatory grip force varies depending on task demands
Although the timing of grip relative to the inertial force remained within the anticipatory window for all predictable step variations, there was a slightly longer lag for the long step and for the steps prior to and onto the stable obstacle. Allocation of attentional resources to a secondary task (transporting the object) may have been reduced during altered gait, and as a consequence this may have affected grip-inertial force precision, similar to performance decrements shown in other dual-task performances (e.g., Chen et al. 1996; Müller et al. 2004; Siu et al. 2008; Sternad et al. 2007; Weerdesteyn et al. 2003) . Even though grip force oscillation are usually not consciously perceived (Flanagan et al. 1993) , subjects may still be susceptible to temporal decrements related to the overall attention demands of a task.
During obstacle crossing paradigms, subjects transfer their gaze to the target prior to lifting the foot onto or over an obstacle (Di Fabio et al. 2003a,b; Patla and Vickers 1997) , suggesting that subjects use visual information to plan for the upcoming movements. The posterior parietal cortex could be ascribed a key role in this process, given its activity during tasks requiring higher-level somatosensory processes (for review, see Andersen and Buneo 2002), movement planning (e.g., Fernandez-Ruiz et al. 2007) , and visually guided gait modifications (Lajoie and Drew 2007) . Posterior parietal regions also demonstrated importance in varying limb postures (Pellijeff et al. 2006) , dual-task performance (Mochizuki et al. 2007) , and single isolated actions versus repetitive automated ones (Schaal et al. 2004 ). Thus additional visuo-motor planning involved in the context of gait variations may have interfered with the planning processes for grip-inertial force coupling and explain the observed variations in temporal precision of anticipatory grip force control.
It remains unclear why the temporal precision of grip force differed between the short and long step given that both tasks involved visuo-motor processes to place the foot on the new target distance. There are two potential reasons for this finding. First, the long step produced a significant increase in the time spent in single limb support and thus may have required greater attentional demands to ensure stability than the short step. Dynamic stability during gait is greatest during the double support phase as the body's center of mass is constrained within a large base of support. Conversely, greater active postural control is needed to maintain stability during the single support phase as the center of mass pivots over the stance foot. Second, the considerably longer distance to the target for the long step may have imposed relatively higher accuracy demands on determining the motor commands for accurate foot placement. In particular, visual control and real-time trajectory modifications based on comparison of the foot and target position (similar to reaching movements of the arm) (e.g., Desmurget et al. 1999; Pisella et al. 2000) may have been more demanding during the long than during the short step.
Mechanisms underlying anticipatory grip force control during predictable gait variations
Motor imagery that estimates the duration of discrete arm motions performed under variable dynamic conditions have been shown to match the actual duration of the movement (Gentili et al. 2004; Papaxanthis et al. 2002b) . Similarly, internal representations of the relevant sensorimotor features of the upcoming action may underlie the anticipatory grip-load force coupling (Blakemore et al. 1998; Flanagan and Lolley 2001; Flanagan and Wing 1997; Flanagan et al. 2001 Flanagan et al. , 2003 Salimi et al. 2000 ; Wing and Lederman 1998; White et al. 2005 ) and explain grip force accuracy observed throughout the predictable gait variations. Presumably, this representation takes into account interactions between body segments during locomotion through which inertia is transferred to the objectdigit interface on a step-to-step basis.
The cerebellum is the principle structure involved in temporal force coupling during cyclical object manipulations (Boecker et al. 2005; Kawato et al. 2003) . Given the cerebellar role in feedforward control of reaching movements under altered dynamics (Smith and Shadmehr 2005) and in predictive locomotor adaptations (Morton and Bastian 2006) , it may also play a fundamental role in predicting inertial force changes elicited by predictable gait variations. Locomotor neural networks that vary depending on the walking rhythms and patterns (Choi and Bastian 2007) may be involved in these predictive control processes. Furthermore, propriospinal connections that link movements of the arms to the legs (Dietz et al. 2001 ) may assist in the coordination between grip and inertial forces while transporting an object during locomotion.
There are two ways that grip force may have been specified when the gait pattern was modified. First, subjects could have predicted the change in the object's inertial forces from memory representations acquired during previous experience. This information may have been retrieved when visually identifying task parameters (location of the stepping cues and location/ dimensions of the obstacle) that affect the grasping demands (Gordon et al. 1993 ). Alternatively, prediction may have involved generalizable rules related to the timing and magnitude of forces associated with step variations. The use of general rules that allow interpolation of appropriate levels of grip force, without practicing every task variation, has been suggested in the context of adjusting grip force to novel load torques (Wing and Lederman 1998) . Furthermore, during locomotion, proprioceptive inputs provide cues about the mechanical state of the musculoskeletal apparatus (Lam and Pearson 2002) , and this information may have been used to predict subsequent motor activity. Specifically, kinesthetic sensory information about the height of the obstacles after the foot was placed on them or position of the legs during the shortened and lengthened step may have contributed to the accuracy of estimating the inertial force associated with the succeeding step.
Conclusion
Similar degrees of coupling between grip and inertial forces during regular gait and predictable gait variations suggests that the CNS used ongoing estimates of the inertial forces acting on the object and adjusted the grasping forces continuously. These findings support the hypothesis that grip force is based on moment-to-moment predictions of the varying rhythms and impact magnitudes of the inertial force generated during the gait cycle.
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